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Individual COACHING to enhance
performance
Call 0333 5771319
Email hello@peopleperform.co.uk

Our Vision
Support the development of individuals and teams through our coaching practice to promote individual,
group and organisational outcomes and sustainable change. People Perform do this by partnering with
your organisation, getting to know your culture and systems to deliver coaching programmes that fit.

Our Clients
Our coaching process supports organisations focus on developing:
Leaders
Teams
Talent & High Potential
People Perform use industry recognised coaching models and psychometrics that make a difference
from day one.

Business Benefits
Performance

Outcome Focused

Sustained change

Collaboration

Retention
Change

Our Coaching Practice
Leadership
Establishing clear direction,
behaviours, brand, style,
strengthening traits and
confidence as leaders evolve
through their career.

Talent & High Potential
Working with individuals as an
identified development need or
within a talent programme to identify
gaps, de-railers and strengths to
accelerate potential.

Career focus & Transitions
We work with individuals to
identify career paths or simply
considering changing direction
and future options.

Teams
Team contracting, establishing
purpose, values, behaviours, engaging
stakeholders and setting a clear path
and plan through group exploration &
joint learning.

Experience
An experienced coach that is your single point of contact throughout the coaching process, they get to
know the organisation.Our team draws on theory and experienced models that have been developed by
experts over time. We know that one size doesn’t fit all and we work with the organisation and individuals
to understand fit.

Transparent Process
A transparent process to deliver an impactful coaching experience, focused on outcomes and
sustainable change.We contract, listen, explore, focus on actions and review outcomes.

Our Suite Of Tools
People Perform identify tools, models and processes that fit the individual purpose and the organisational
need. We also use 360-degree feedback as an online tool or collecting and interpreting verbatim feedback
where the need has been identified. The following are just some of what we offer:

Why Choose Us?
Over the last few years People Perform have developed a reputation amongst our Clients for offering
a bespoke service that meets not only what they are looking for; but offered them something they
were not expecting. So we asked for feedback and we now have 3 good reasons as to why you
should choose us for your team coaching needs:

1. Our experience and qualifications
Our consultants are not just qualified; they have experience in both industry and consulting. We
don’t only deliver process; we partner with you to truly understand and meet your desired outcomes.
2. Our process & tools
We use a tested methodology to deliver the coaching process and combine this with recognised
profiling and tools to drive outcomes.
3. Outcome focused
Our process and style aim to make a difference from the start, and we track progress so that you can
measure the change. The team look forward to supporting you and your team and delivering
outcomes!

HELLO, My Name Is Kirsty.
Here at People Perform our coaching practice goal is to make sustainable change and focuses on the
following key areas:
Team coaching / Team facilitation & development / Psychometric profiling
Talent Coaching / Career coaching / Leadership Coaching
People Perform choose to partner with organisations to understand the need and deliver programmes that
fit. Our approach is flexible and outcome-focused; we know that one size doesn’t fit all. We also ensure
regular check-in points as things may change over time.
Richard, the team and I, look forward to hearing from you soon.

Kirsty

Kirsty Brooks
Coaching Partner & Cofounder
Tel: 0333 5771319
Email: hello@peopleperform.co.uk
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Delivering lasting change through individual and team coaching
Call 0333 5771319
Email hello@peopleperform.co.uk

